
Success Story

25,000 

Challenges

Payroll is the biggest cost for supermarkets - and the 

costs are variable. The long, complex tables that 

Salling Group’s store and department managers 

previously used to create to get an overview of 

payroll costs were not optimal for ongoing payroll 

forecasting.

Solution

In collaboration with itelligence, Salling Group 

developed a visual dashboard, MyTime Salary 

Forecast (MyTime) that gathers data from its various 

business systems. With MyTime, store managers can 

anticipate their employees’ payroll cost and, in 30 

seconds, get an overview of whether to change 

employee schedules to stay within the payroll 

budget.

Benefits

The main business benefits of MyTime are more 

transparent payroll costs, reduced actual payroll 

costs and better use of managerial time. In addition, 

Salling Group has improved the precision of its 

payroll forecast from a margin of error of 10% to 

0,5%

Facts and Figures

  MyTime forecasts payroll for 25,000 employees in 

the Salling, Føtex and Bilka stores

  1,400 users have access to MyTime  

Salling Group Stays on Budget with Visual 
Payroll Forecasting

Salling Group, Brabrand, Denmark

MyTime Salary Forecast is a tool that visualizes payroll 
forecasting and ensures timely attention to detail. With 

MyTime, we get a uniform way to plan shifts and track payroll costs. 
This gives us a good foundation for creating much more accurate 
forecasts. Our margin of error between forecasted and actual payroll 
costs has fallen from 10% to 0,5%.
Martin McDougall, Manager, Business Relations & IT Security, ITS, Business Support, Salling Group

Employees
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Payroll is Retailers’ Biggest Cost

Salling Group that owns the Bilka, Føtex, Netto and 

Salling chains, is an extremely data-driven 

organization with a progressive data strategy 

including new, intuitive tools to give store managers 

the best conditions to run their businesses as 

intelligently as possible. Most recently, Salling 

Group has rolled out a visual tool to forecast payroll 

for 25,000 employees in its Salling, Føtex and Bilka 

stores throughout Denmark.

“The biggest cost for supermarkets is payroll. 

Therefore, payroll forecasting is an important part of 

shift planning for individual stores. Department and 

store managers were accustomed to juggling long, 

complex tables to determine whether actual payroll 

costs could be kept within budget. Now they can 

forecast payroll costs much more quickly. MyTime is 

a visual dashboard that shows the numbers 

top-down rather than bottom-up”, says Martin 

McDougal, Manager, Business Relations & IT 

Security, Business Support, Salling Group.

A Simple Tool to Handle Complex Labour 

Agreements

Salling Group has come a long way in its digital 

transformation. SAP has replaced its old mainframe 

system and individual systems integrate seamlessly 

with each other. MyTime retrieves data from Kronos, 

Salling Group’s time and attendance tracking 

system, from the ERP system and payroll system. By 

using SAP Lumira on top of SAP HANA, MyTime 

visualizes the data in a clear and intuitive way.

“Vacation, maternity leave, retirement, overtime, 

public subsidies for the Danish Flexjob scheme 

- there are several labour market agreements that 

affect a stores’ payroll calculations. Once payroll 

budgets have been approved and transferred to the 

BI system, they are not revised. This means that 

store managers cannot change payroll budgets on 

an ongoing basis. So, the better overview of actual 

payroll cost development from the beginning of the 

month, the more precisely they can make continual 

adjustments”, explains McDougall.

Overview in 30 seconds

Store managers can determine within 30 seconds if 

their shift plans are optimal in relation to store 

needs. If they change shift plans, they see the payroll 

consequences, i.e. where payroll is spent most 

optimally, after just 15 minutes. And they can do 

this day by day, week by week.

“In addition to individual store and department 

management, Salling Group management can also 

monitor payroll cost development compared to 

budget. Data visualization can be aggregated at store 

level, and you can click down into the individual 

departments. If a store or department has a lot of 

overtime compared to revenue, we can quickly see 

patterns in the numbers indicating whether you can 

optimize in some places”, says Martin McDougall.

Error Margin in Wage Forecast Reduced

“MyTime Salary Forecast is a tool that visualizes 

payroll and ensures timely attention to detail. With 

MyTime, we get a uniform way to plan shifts and 

track payroll costs. This gives us a good foundation 

for creating much more accurate forecasts. Our 

margin of error between forecasted and actual 

payroll cost has fallen from 10% to 0,5%”, says 

McDougall.

Users are Impressively Satisfied

Given all the labour agreements and great quantities 

of different data from different systems, McDougall 

acknowledges that payroll forecasting is a very 

difficult task. Nevertheless, itelligence has developed 

a tool that makes the complex very clear.

“Users get an overview of the period’s payroll 

forecast in 30 seconds and this is based on 

underlying data with a very high degree of precise 

detail. It is impressive to see how happy users have 

become to use the tool and how quickly payroll 

processes have changed for the better. itelligence has 

delivered a very professional and valuable tool for 

the entire organization”, concludes McDougall. 
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